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Abstract 
Let G be a q-group. We give simple new criteria for the equality of left and right 
uniform structures on G to hold. These criteria imply several previously known results as 
immediate consequences. 
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1. Introduction 
A locally compact topological group G is said to be c+compact if (Y is the least 
cardinal number such that G can be written as a union of (Y compact subsets. In 
[3], Itzkowitz gave the following criterion for the equality of the left and right 
uniform structures on a locally compact and a-compact group G to hold: for every 
subset B c G of cardinal less than or equal to cy and every neighborhood U of the 
identity e in G, the set nxEB xUx_’ is still a neighborhood of e. In the same 
work, Itzkowitz raised the possibility to discard cardinal&y considerations. And 
actually, Pestov [7] has shown by a transfinite argument that in the statement of 
Itzkowitz, it suffices to consider countable subsets. As a consequence, the left and 
right uniform structures on G are equal iff the same is true of its open a-compact 
subgroups. 
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In [21, making use of a theorem of Grothendieck [ll, we have generalized 
Pestov’s results and given the following sequential criterion for the equality of 
uniform structures on G: every “quasi-bounded” double sequence of the form 
(g,x,g;‘), with g,, xp E G, has at least one double cluster point in G. It follows 
from this criterion that the uniform structures on G are equal iff the same is true 
for every countable subgroup of G. 
In [6], Milnes has tackled the same problem from a functional point of view: he 
has shown that the uniform structures on a locally compact group G are equal iff 
the spaces of bounded left and right uniformly continuous functions on G are the 
same. 
In the present work, we give new and particularly simple criteria for the equality 
of left and right uniform structures. They are valid for the class of all q-groups (see 
definition inside) which is much more wider than the class of locally compact 
groups (in particular, recall that tech complete groups are q-groups). These 
criteria are corollaries of Theorem 2.3 which is established in a purely elementary 
way and they imply all the results quoted above as immediate consequences. 
2. Sequential criteria 
Let G be a topological group; we denote by e its identity element and by K 
the set of all the neighborhoods of e. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a symmetric neighborhood of e. Let A be a subset of G which is 
contained in the union of a finite family (_XK,>~ E t of right translated sets of X. Then 
the set n, t A a -‘X3a is still a neighborhood of e. 
Proof. Since X is symmetric, for all a E A, there exists i E I such that xi E Xa and 
this implies that x;ixXi caP’X3a. Hence njE1 x;‘xX, c naE A aP1X3a and 
therefore n, E A a -‘X”a is a neighborhood of e. 0 
A neighborhood basis of e is a subset SV of q such that for all I/E 7 there is 
WE w contained in I/. We denote by 9 the set of all the neighborhood bases of 
e. 
The next lemma gives an essential tool used in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Lemma 2.2. Let W be a neighborhood basis of e, X a symmetric neighborhood of e, 
F a finite subset of G, (x,), tw and (y,), E w- two families of elements of G 
indexed by Y. Suppose that for all W E w, x&’ y ,+,. E W and xwyW’ E X3. Then 
there exists W’E~ such that ?Y’ c W and such that for all W’ E ?Y’, ix,,, 
Y wfl c (XFY. 
Proof. (1) Let 
ZV1={WEFlx,PXF} 
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and let us show that ‘%+‘i is still a neighborhood basis of e. Let I/ be a 
neighborhood of e. We have only to show that there is WE WI such that W c V. 
Let 
Since W is a neighborhood basis of e and since I/ is a neighborhood of e, wz is a 
neighborhood basis of e. 
Let us show that {x, 1 WE w2} is not contained in the union of any finite 
subfamily of ( Xgjg t G. Suppose the contrary; then by Lemma 2.1, the set 
-‘x3x is a neighborhood of e. Let Z E W, be contained in this 
r?~~r~~d. thrs xi ‘y, E x;‘X3x,; hence x,y; ’ E X3 which is absurd. 
Hence theie exists WE w2 such that xw @ XF. Therefore WE WI and since 
WC I/, W, is a neighborhood basis of e. 
(2) Let 
SV’=(WEW, ly&XF}. 
By reasoning like in (1) with Vi instead of W, we get that W’ is a neighborhood 
basis of e and that for all W’ E W’, ix,,, yw,) c (XF)“. 0 
Let G be a topological group. A sequence (x,,),~~ of points of G is right 
uniformly discrete if there is a neighborhood V of e such that Vx, n Vx, = fl 
whenever p # q. It is equivalent to saying that there is a symmetric neighborhood 
I/’ of e such that xq @ V’xP whenever q >p. 
A q-group is a topological group G in which there exists a sequence (U,), EN of 
neighborhoods of e with the following property: any sequence (unjn E N of points of 
G such that u, E U,, n E N, has a cluster point. 
We now establish the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a q-group whose right and left uniform structures are 
different. Then there are two sequences (x,),, E N and (y,JnEN of points of G such 
that e is a cluster point of the sequence (xi ‘y,,jn t N and such that the mixed sequence 
(x0, Y,, x1, Yl,...> x,7 y,, . . . ) is right uniformly discrete. 
Proof. Since the right and left uniform structures of G are different, there is a 
symmetric neighborhood V of e such that n, ~ G x-‘Vx is not a neighborhood of 
e. Let W be any symmetric neighborhood of e. Since W is not contained in 
n XEG x -‘l% there are w E W and a E G such that w @a-‘Va. Let b = aw-‘; 
then a ~ ‘b E ‘W and ab- ’ QA V. Hence there are two families (a,), E vC and 
(b,),,~ such that for all WE K, 
a, -‘bwE W and a,b;’ @ V. 
Let X be a symmetric neighborhood of e such that X3 c I/ and let Y be a closed 
symmetric neighborhood of e such that Y 2 cX. 
Let (U,), EN be a sequence of neighborhoods of e such that if u, E U, for all 
n E N, then the sequence (IA,), E N has at least one cluster point. We can suppose 
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that the U, are symmetric. We shall inductively build a sequence (wn, Y,, a,,, 
bJntN of elements of 95 x x x G X G in the following way. 
We put YO = Y, ZV,, = {WE q 1 WC U,, n YJ. Let W be any element of W,; we 
put a, =ow and b,=b,. Suppose that CT., Y:., ai, bi), i = 0, 1,. . ., II - 1, have 
been built. Let Y, = l-l::,’ b,‘Yb, and let W,‘_i be the neighborhood basis of e 
defined by w;_i = {WE wn_ I I W c U, n Y,). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
there is wn ~9 such that W, c wi_ 1 and such that for all WE W,, 
{aLif> b,} c (X{a,, h,,..., an-,, bn--1$ 
Let us choose any element W of W,; we put a, = a, and b, = b,. Thus we have 
defined @$, Y,, a,,, b,,>. 
The sequence (a,, b,) of G2 has the following properties: for all 12 E N, 
(1) 
a,b;’ 66X3, (2) 
(a,,, b,) c(Xh, b,,. ..> an-,, bn-J)C. (3) 
It follows from (1) and from the characteristic property of the sequence (U,) that 
the sequence (a;‘b,), EN has a cluster point t or equivalently that e is a cluster 
point of the sequence (a,‘b,t pl>,, EN. Moreover for m <n, ai’b,, E b;‘Ybm and 
therefore, since Y is closed, for all m E N, 
tEb,%,. (4) 
Let for all iz E N, x, = a, and y, = b,tpl, and let us show that the sequences (x,) 
and ( y,) have the desired properties. 
The sequence (x;‘y,> admits e as a cluster point (since x;‘y, = a,‘b,t-‘I. Let 
us show that the mixed sequence (x,, y,, . . . , x,, y,, . . .I is right uniformly 
discrete. Since Y is a symmetric neighborhood of e, it is sufficient to prove that for 
any two different positive integers r and ~1, x,, y, c (Y{x,, y,))’ and that for all 
IE E N, y, @ Yx,. 
Let r and IZ be two different positive integers. It follows from (3) that x, @xX, 
and a fortiori that x, @ Yx,. Similarly y, = b,t -I PXb,t -’ =Xy, and a fortiori 
Yn @ YY,. 
Let us show that x, @ Yy,, r and n being two positive integers (possibly equal). 
We can write 
x,y;‘=x,tb,’ = (a,b,l)(b,tb;l). 
It follows from (2) and (3) that a,b;’ ~5 X and from (4) that b,tb; ’ E Y. Since 
Y2 cX, we get that x,,y,’ E Y and therefore x, QA Yu,. 
Thus the sequence (x,, y,, . . . , xnr y,, . . . > is right uniformly discrete. 0 
Several simple criteria for the equality of left and right uniform structures on a 
q-group are corollaries of the previous theorem. 
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Corollary 2.4. Let G be a q-group. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The left and right uniform structures on G are equal. 
(2) Let (x,),,~ and (yJnEN be sequences of elements of G such that e is a 
cluster point of the sequence (xi ' y, ),, t N; then e is also a cluster point of the sequence 
(x,Y,l)ntN. 
(3) Let (x,),,~ and (y,JnEN be sequences of elements of G such that e 
~{x;~yJp,q~N; thence x,y;‘Ip,q~N. 
(4) Any uniformly right discrete sequence of elements of G is also uniformly left 
discrete. 
(5) For any neighborhood V of e and any sequence (x,), EN of elements of G, the 
set nnEN x; ‘l/x, is a neighborhood of e. 
Proof. Condition (1) implies conditions (2), (3), (4) and (5) because under condition 
(1) there exists a basis of symmetric neighborhoods of e which are invariant under 
the inner automorphisms. Implications (2) * (1) (3) 3 (l), (4) +. (l), are immedi- 
ate consequences of Theorem 2.3. To prove that (5) implies (1) let us show that (5) 
implies (2). Let (x,), EN and (Y,), EN be sequences of elements of G such that e is 
a cluster point of the sequence (~;‘y,),~~ and let V be a neighborhood of e. It 
follows from the hypothesis that flnEN x;‘V-‘x, is a neighborhood of e and 
consequently xplyP belongs to flnEN x, -‘I/- lx: for an infinite number of indexes 
p E N; from this we deduce that xPy; ’ belongs to V for an infinite number of 
indexes p E N. Hence e is a cluster point of the sequence (x,Y;‘)~ EN. 0 
The following result was already obtained in [2] by a much more involved 
method and only in the case of a locally compact group. 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a q-group. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The left and right uniform structures on G are equal. 
(2) The left and right uniform structures of every countable subgroup of G are 
equal. 
Proof. (1) =. (2) is clear. Let us prove that (2) 3 (1) by showing that condition (2) of 
Corollary 2.4 is satisfied. Let (x,), t N and ( y,), EN be sequences of elements of G 
such that e is a cluster point of the sequence (x;‘y,), EN. Let H be the 
topological subgroup of G generated by the set (xn I n E N) U {y, 1 n E Nj. Since H 
is countable, the left and right uniform structures on H are equal; hence e is a 
cluster point in the topological space H of the sequence (x,y;‘),,. and conse- 
quently also in the topological space G. •I 
Let G be a topological group. We denote by FY~(G) (respectively Z&(G)) the 
space of all bounded complex valued functions on G which are left (respectively 
right) uniformly continuous. 
In [6], Milnes established the following result in the case of a locally compact 
group. 
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Corollary 2.6. Let G be a q-group. The left and right uniform structures on G are 
equal if and only if EV~CG) = 2&(G). 
Proof. Suppose that the left and right uniform structures on G are not equal and 
let us show that gL(G) f e,(G), the reciprocal statement being clearly true. It 
follows from Corollary 2.4 that there are two sequences (x,),,~ and (yJnEN of 
elements of G such that eE x;‘y,Ip,qEN and e@{x,y;‘Ip,qEN. Let 
A = {xn I n E N) and B = {y, I n E N); let g : A U B + C be the function defined by 
g(x) = 0 if x EA and g(x) = 1 if x E B. The function g is right uniformly 
continuous; hence, by Katetov’s theorem [4,.5], it can be extended to a function 
f E Z&(G). But since g is not left uniformly continuous, f tZ ZY~(G). 0 
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